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Journey to Increase
your techniques of eMotional
Intelligence, digital awareness
and entrepreneurship lifestYle

JIMINY’s Personal Trainer
After the JIMINY Self-help Handbook comes the time to develop another crucial
tool in this continuous learning process – JIMINY Personal Trainer.
The process of developing skills and competences is a longlife
journey. This learning path requires supporting and engaging
tools to guide us in this journey and assess the achievement of
our objectives.
The JIMINY Personal Trainer is an artificial intelligence-driven
personal trainer capable of acting as an end-to-end solution
securing and supporting the whole learning and upskilling
processes. JIMINY Personal Trainer is able to diagnose individual
needs and provide a customised learning path as an instant
remedy.
The innovative character of the JIMINY project can be clearly
seen in the modern and effective learning methodology that the
project consortium is applying in order to support the target
groups - disadvantaged adults and adult learners.
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JIMINY’s journey
DISSEMINATION
As well-known, dissemination has an
important role in every idea and
project. If there is no information, no
one knows what is being done or
even that the idea or project exists.
Since the last newsletter edition in
April 2020, many efforts have been
made in the continuous dissemination
of the JIMINY project.
Even with the current circumstances
related to the global situation
because of COVID-19, the
dissemination has been constant and
updated, in an adaption to such a
different reality.
The JIMINY Facebook page is
dynamic and a source of useful posts
showing case JIMINY’s mission and
objectives, with interesting and
useful articles about emotional
intelligence, digital awareness and
entrepreneurship.

Local articles are, PARTNERSHIP
as well, a source
of relevant information and
dissemination in each of the
partnership countries.
The first article was developed in
September focusing the main themes
and project’s developments such as
the JIMINY Self-help Handbook,
emotional intelligence, digital
awareness and entrepreneurship
lifestyle.

“Education is a Journey not the
destination.”
3rd JIMINY PROJECT MEETING
With the world-pandemic context of
COVID-19, the partnership of JIMINY
has been keeping regular online
cooperation and is using suitable
online tools to meet virtually,
ensuring the proper implementation
of the project.

This is a joint and organised task
among the project’s partners who
contribute with multiple perspectives
for the page’s feed.
Follow us
www.facebook.com/jiminy.erasmus
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